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Why choose MIRACLE Portal?

3 Quality buildings

3 Robust design

3 Value for money

3 Custom made

3 Choice of styles

3 Variety of finishes

3 Quality accessories

3 Mezzanines and partition walls

3 Designed for your site

Miracle Portal buildings are traditional portal framed buildings 

made from hot rolled steel to accommodate more complex designs 

and larger sizes than our other building ranges.  

Designed to your requirements and made in the UK using efficient 

production methods, Miracle Portal buildings provide a cost 

effective building solution.

Versatile Buildings

From waste transfer stations to commercial storage, industrial 

workshops, crop and grain stores, animal housing and equestrian 

buildings – Miracle Portal buildings can do it all!

Designed to meet your requirements

Designed to European standard EC3, Miracle Portal buildings are 

custom made to suit your requirements and your particular site 

conditions. 

Our engineers and consultants are on hand to provide a 

comprehensive service, from building design to professional 

construction, allowing you to concentrate on running your business. 

A standard drawing and structural calculation pack is provided for 

each structure and a comprehensive operation and maintenance 

manual can be supplied for the finished building.  

Variety of nishes

Miracle Portal buildings can be cladded with plastisol coated panels 

in a variety of colours and finishes to reflect your brand image or to 

blend in with existing structures.  

We can design buildings with single skin panels incorporating anti-

condensation lining or composite insulated panels to achieve an 

energy efficient solution when required.

Accessories, mezzanines & partition walls

A range of doors is available and mezzanine floors and partition 

walls can also be incorporated in your finished building.

With over 30 years' experience in the supply of steel buildings all 

over the UK you can be sure of getting expert advice and a 

professional service.
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